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as latter day saint leaders. We face very difficult conversations that put us at risk of saying the wrong

thing. They can do more harm than good. Many of these conversations relate to lgbt lgbtq latter-day

saints. Have you had a fellow or member come out to you about their. Lgbt identity. Have you had lgbt

neighbors. And he just don't know what to say to them so you ignore them instead. Have you wrestled

with balancing love for your fellow men while still respecting the doctrines of the restored docile. In

order to help leading saints has put together the lgbt saints library with more than twenty presentations

featuring individuals who have a unique perspective or expertise around this topic. Three of the most

popular sessions are available now to watch simply text. The word lead to four seven. Four seven four

seven to start watching now or visit leading saints dot org slash. Lgbt leaving saints is a nonprofit

organization dedicated to helping latter-day saints be better prepared to lead. And we do that through

various ways including this very podcast that you're listening to hope you subscribe. Maybe leave this

review while you're at it and i think you'll enjoy the content. You find on this podcast and then jump on

over to leading saints dot org and you'll find thousands of articles dedicated to leadership context says it

relates to Being latter day saint. We have virtual summits that we've done tricks out on social media and

also of a weekly newsletter goes out that has unique content. You won't find anywhere else so a jump

into the leading saints world. We're glad to have you today. I'm at the triad center in salt lake city with

Maybe not too many are familiar with you. Morgan jones. the podcast queen. I am queen. Kurt franken. I

am not the podcast clean. I know you just love that right but even fell podcast or like we gotta stick

together. I know we do. We absolutely have to stick together so this is so fun. Yeah so i mean how did

your. I mean as a little boy. I wasn't like some day. I wanna be on a podcast. Where but you know this is.

This is not where we saw ourselves right now. Podcast were not. I didn't even know what a podcast was

until we started working on one. I thought they were paid. Like i thought you had to for to here. Yeah

yeah so. I was like. Oh wow this is quite the resource. That's available to people. And i had no idea so fun

to be a part of it but yeah i definitely didn't i didn't grow up thinking that i would do this and i actually

was just telling somebody this morning that i think it's really cool that you know you have goals and for

me. One of them was to write a book. And i never saw that. I would work on a podcast. And the podcast



has led to the fulfillment of a goal for me and so anyway long story short. I just think that it's really cool.

That heavenly father knows our goals and can get us there in ways that we never imagined and i think

he's god is good. Yeah right. so you're the podcast of all in yes. People are very familiar to elliot's living

produce podcast correct. And so how did you. I'm what's story about you ending up in front of the mic.

So story is. When i was at desert news i worked for desert news for four and a half years when i was

there. How boyd who was the opinion editor had an idea for a podcast. And it was a really great idea and

has influenced what this podcast is become. It's not the same thing was not called all in but he kind of he

said to me. I think that we hear a lot about why people are walking away from their faith. We don't hear

a lot about why people choose to stay and he said i would argue that. The decision to stay is just as

thoughtful and deliberate as the decision to leave. But we don't talk about that. And i said i think that is

a brilliant idea. You should one hundred percent do it. And he said well. I think you need to host it and i

thought you're crazy. I don't know the first thing about broadcasting. And how boyd is one of the nicest

people i've ever met. And he said to me will morgan. You've done interviews for years. It's just that

nobody's ever heard them right. And there's something about when somebody believes in you and your

to do something that makes you feel like. Oh wow maybe. I could actually do that. And so we started

working on something and desert news actually ended up killing that podcast. It never saw the light of

day. But that kind of got my feet a little bit wet and i actually worked with a friend who was the

entertainment editor at the time and she had just come to desert news from npr and so she gave me

some tips and things. You know to to work on interview tips for for an interview that was actually going

to be heard by the ear rather than just read and then when i came to desert book they were just starting

to develop some podcast and they said would you be interested in being involved and i said absolutely it

would be nice to have one that people actually hear some day and somebody came up with the idea for

all and we don't even know who it was.

00:05:18 - 00:10:12

That thought you know that would be a good good name. And then we kind of re r. rated on the question

and and came to the conclusion that what does it mean to you to be. All in an would be a good question

because it wouldn't lead to pompous self-righteous answers but it would hopefully cause people to think

i am. I'm a big fan of any podcast where there's a question that's consistent. Because i liked listening for

that specific question so all of that to say. I had no idea what i was doing that here. we are. yeah. I've

been in that boat for sure and i remember early on like in the early two thousand ten it was like you go

look for latter day. Saint related podcast. But you're always skeptical for five or six episodes like what's

this guy's intentions or that person's intended is early on podcasting and the church was sort of. That's

where maybe you know. Negative information talked about or or putting down the church or some

releasing so it made sense to know. Let's let's respond with about gas for talks about faith promoting and

let let's like fill that space with something positive and there's still plenty of room to fill in the podcasting

world right but he wants to jump in. Yeah when that's what i always say. We actually early on had a girl

come in who is a member of the church. Her name is christine baird. Would she came in and she had

worked on lewis house podcast and which is like one of the most popular inter restyle podcast in the

world. And i happened to meet her at a christmas party. Like the odds. You know we had just started.

The podcast. had no idea what we were doing so we brought her in and one of the things that she said

to us. Is you know there's room for everybody in this space and so you don't need to approach it from a



place of scarcity you need to approach it from a place of abundance and that has been something. I

firmly agree with what you just said. There's plenty of room and people that there will be people. Kurt

that like absolutely love you and there will be people that love me and they may not be the same people

but like be what we need to be for somebody. I think that's really cool. And he's been able to interview

some really cool people but found like i get the question. Seems like they've gotten more often like

what's your what's your favorite episode or whatnot and sometimes it's you know you wanna namedrop

million tons of people but at the same time it's like i talked with this obscure like released safe present in

australia and she had this idea. That completely changed my thinking you know and it's like just trying to

the everyday person and that's why there's so much room right so many opportunities. Everybody has a

story. Everybody has a testimony that and there's a journey behind that test right right. It's also and

there are members of the church all around the world millions of them and like you said they all have

story so you'll never run out of content. Oh i know it's true. So let's let's stick with an vein of Interviewing

because obviously as leadership podcast leaders have opportunity to do interviews. And you know there

may be very different than a podcast interview. But what did you learn as far as like sitting down with

somebody and being able to connect with them through questions or or anything like if you were

coaching bishops On how to sit down and start talking to them any advice coming to my guess so my first

thing i would say is i think that you have an opportunity and i think it works better in person than it does

virtually which we should virtual interviews for year but there's something about establishing some form

of connection and i always say like you can do it from the elevator to your studio so give a few yards and

all you have to do to me. Is you find something that you have in common. I'm from georgia. Oh no way.

I'm from north. Carolina like east coast. You know you talk about the south for a second. And you've

made a connection or my go-to is oh. I saw that you know. So and so. That person is one of my favorite

people in the world and you connect over that and so if you can find common ground. I think that that

immediately causes some walls to come down. I think you know everybody wants to be heard. They

want somebody that's gonna listen to them and make them feel important. And i think sometimes

especially in this type of interview. We like to some people. I felt like like to talk more than they like to

listen. And i have found that it's key for me at least to be genuinely interested about what the person is

saying and than and it's hard because a lot of times like we're thinking of our next response but listening

without trying to think.

00:10:12 - 00:15:04

How am i going to respond to this. I think that's huge. And making people feel cared about and in a safe

place. I don't know. I think that cultivating a connection in any kind of conversation. Space is kind of an

art Another thing that's like really little. My grandpa used to always quote del carnegie. Who said the

most beautiful word in any language as a person's name. And i've noticed in interviews there people like

i told you i just interviewed thorough bailey yesterday and when i was interviewing him. He kept saying

morgan and i was like. That's so nice and it's nice to hear your name. And so i think that's another thing

that makes a difference in in the context of church leadership can feel rules default to this administrative

posture. With at all where we sit down for ministering interview and the first question we go to is so.

How are your families. You know because that's like seems like the obvious question. That's why we're

here. Let's get to it right right. But just take that moment to say to of connect on a personal level before

you get into maybe administrative Won't be such a short awkward interview in other fine. Yeah okay. i



guess we're done here after thirty seconds well and i think to that point kurt. I think that's one of the

beautiful things about a ministering interview versus a visiting teaching or home teaching interview. Is i

think it's just as much to check on the person that you're interviewing as it is to find out how the families

that they're assigned to our and i think if we don't recognize that we're in the point. Yeah for sure. And

you mentioned that you know the question. In a lot of podcasts. We have our question at the end and

the having sort of this question. That's like what i appreciate about sir. These final questions is. I know

when i ask it. It's going to end on a point. That's deeply spiritual focused on. Christ that as gospel. And

that's where we wanna leave people right and so to come up like even in these routine interviews

whether it's the bishops interview with all the youth or whatever like what are some questions you can

go back to. That's going to leave on a tone where everybody leaves like. Wow that was good. You know it

got a little messed in the first but by the end it was a great a great interaction right right and then just

this concept of being heard like even as i'm like technique i do as i you're talking. I have an idea count on

my mind. I think oh. I should ask her that next. But you know it's a split second. And so i write it down

because if i don't i'm going to like hold onto and half listen to you exactly and then then you're your bike

hanging so tightly can't hear and so and that goes i mean we. There's little maybe a little more pressure

knowing that this is recorded and the world's can hear this but even in those interactions that really

helped should be present. When if you just take a quick note and go back you know be present again

absolutely interview any other interview tips. Or i can't think of any i don't know i mean. Prepare and big

on preparation. I think that you know we talk about. If you're prepared you shall not fear and then we

talk about the spirit being able to call things your remembrance and i the big believer that the spirit can't

call things to your remembrance that were never there in the first place and so if you've done your

homework and if you've prepared then you can turn it over to heavenly father and trust that if you're

doing something for a good purpose he can work with you if you've done your work either end of the

deal so obviously the you have a new project. That's coming out this book. Yes with the same name. all

in. Yeah right and What susceptibility you've got. Memorize exploring what it means to be all in the

gospel. Jesus christ melted good. This is like attack. What's the journey of of the book. Like an and what.

What did you learn along that journey as you're reflecting on so many interviews that you've done so the

book started out because we had a few people that reached out and they were pulling all of the all end

answers themselves like listeners. Yeah oh and i was like you know what if people are doing that

themselves. Then maybe we should just help them out and give them that resource so i pitched the idea

desert book and they really liked it but the problem with that idea was that when i started pulling them i

realized that when you have thirty five minutes of interview before that answer oh then the answer by

itself either fills taken out of context or doesn't pack as much of a punch and you kinda need those

minutes beforehand in a lot of cases and so i. I don't feel like this is as strong a product as it should be

and we started kind trying to riff off of that and come up with a better idea and what it ended up being a

lot more work than i thought i was signing up for books always are myself.

00:15:04 - 00:20:00

Yes but i think the cool thing is and i you know desert book you go through an approval process and so

while. They liked the idea of the book. I really didn't know if it was going to get published the whole

time. I was working on it. But your mortgage jones no but doesn't care care skirt and everybody nobody i

side you but you know. The one thing that i kept thinking is if no one ever reads this book beyond just



having something to like. Give my kids about a season of my life. That has meant a lot to me. It would be

worth it. You know and i did it really crappy job of keeping a journal during all and so i thought you know

like that will be lost and at least this way i will have gotten this on paper and so i wrote it like i was

writing it really to somebody really close to me and hopefully that comes through to the reader and

hopefully they recognize that to me posting. This podcast has made me feel close to a lot of people that

i've never even met before and that like love hopefully will come through but again i didn't know if it was

ever going to get published so yeah it was fun to work on and i want to make sure we capture these

leadership principles that come to the surface this concept because we go through use the word season

you know we go through these seasons of life that sometimes it feels like. Maybe i'll do this for thirty

years. I dunno but other times it's like oh that actually lasted just a few years and in the church like in

these callings. It's a season. You know you're relief site present for season or bishop or whatnot.

Sometimes just you can get discouraged that you know. What am i really doing here. You know my just

pushing papers around you know. Make sure the doors are unlocked on sunday. Like what am i really

doing. But to say actually i'm gonna create infuse it with purpose with my family and make sure my kids

understand what i'm doing or make sure that i have something in the hold onto that mike. Pass onto my

posterity and example or whatnot. Right that you find. You've got to sometimes be proactive in finding

that purpose of some of these projects. 'cause jumping into a book in manuscript him putting these

things together like nobody wants to do that. Just for fun right. I mean maybe there's some weird people

out there but yeah now. There has to be a purpose in. And i think i mentioned to you earlier before we

started recording that when i was a senior in high school i was called to be primary chorister board and

it's also it's funny because i think every calling if you look for the purpose in it you'll find it and for me. I

was really struggling. I grew up in part of north carolina where there were not a lot of members of the

church and teenage girls. Kurt can be brutal. As i'm sure you know and i had had this best friend. And

then she just stopped talking to me. One day and i was depressed and i was like losing weight and then i

got this calling and just had these little kids. That just loved me in the how you got this calling 'cause

when i was a bishop the seniors in high school my word weren't on top of my list link for primary music

leader so i mean. Is there a story behind that. My dad was the bishop. Okay if we were in a very small

word the word that if you didn't show up on sunday multiple things would not get done okay. Everybody

had some kind of responsibility. And so i think that's the reason that maybe you know every but cool the

sort of created this opportunity for you to have that chance as a senior. Yeah yeah and. I don't think

actually i don't think high school kids can serve in the primary anymore. Which is kind of sad but at the

time it was like a game changer. For me you know just to have a space where i felt loved and appreciated

and so you look at that and say okay. That was just a season of my life. I went to college and everything

was great. And i had great friends. And and heavenly father made up for years of praying for friends in

north carolina but for that season i needed that calling and so i think it's interesting the way that those

calling can bless us and if we look for the way for the reason i think we'll always find so what i take such a

practical non-emotional place. Yeah any am very emotional. So that's i want to go there. I need a motion

in this interview. So any quick fast. Tips for primary music leaders. I mean what did you find worked. That

was the year they did like children holding hands around the world. Do you remember that song. That

was like it was like a new primary song. And that was the main song bazeley. Oh it was magical such a

good song. I don't know one thing that i remember that we did is.

00:20:00 - 00:25:08



We took the kid several times to sing a nursing home. A really and i would take my guitar and play and

they would sing. And i just think. I don't know anything that you can do to make. It filled not so much

like. We're just showing up on sunday and singing some songs in call and it good if you can make it more

of an experience. I think that changes things a little bit awesome. We'll touch on some various learning

moments. He had as putting an doing these interviews and putting them together but in chapter three.

It's titled all in a single as a single adult and you've been a single adult for awhile. I mean and looking in

the averages are especially after conference who knows. But maybe it's an atypical experience that

maybe at least what you expected ensure like most latter day saints you gonna mission may and then

come home and yeah. Nobody plans to be adult. And you're yeah. I have a friend that always says you're

trying to be happy in a place where everybody says that you shouldn't be happy meaning. You shouldn't

be satisfied to be there right. And everybody's trying to get out like prison now. But i think it is if you ask

me what have been the most formative experiences of my entire life. I would tell you. Two things. One

would be having siblings. Leave the church. The other would be being a single adult. And so it's not

something that i would change or take back and i have feel like i've cherished that time and am still

learning from the experience of having something that was completely unexpected and i always. I think

it's always the unexpected in life. That's hard if the thing we don't see coming and because nobody plans

to be single you didn't see it coming so you recently started going to. I don't know recently germ but the

started going to a traditional family ward. I don't know what we're calling them. And you talk about the

sort of this experience of that transition to the word during a pandemic that maybe you know again. All

the best intentions were present. But maybe tell that story and and yeah reflected on the greater topic.

So i will start by saying my word has been so great. Yeah they have been above and beyond could not be

any nicer. I think. I got really lucky and ended up not that any word is better than another but i think my

word is like exceptionally good but having said that the very first sunday that i walked into church a lady

greeted me as i was walking in and i was nervous. You know i had never done that before by myself. In

award full of people that didn't know and some walking in kind timidly and a lady greets me and she says

are you here with a family and i said no. It's just me and she said okay. If you can just sit on this back row

up against like the divider you know. And i was like. Are we from real right now. Like what's going on and

it was literally a row of like old single women and me looking at the goal in front of us you know and it

just felt like crap. Yeah and i sat there the whole time thinking. Oh yeah you know. And fortunately i am

not somebody. That's like on the fence or looking to be offended. But i'm like if i was looking for a reason

to be offended and never come back to church again. That could have been you know. I don't feel

welcome here. i'm out in. This isn't like a typical processor was being they're trying to keep social

distance things like that right and so there will i do we make sure we keep the families together but and

this is sort of a larger topic with signal dolts like even last week. I said something to a single dull where i

dislike my brain like totally made sense. I was just having a casual conversation. And i was corrected

away. I'm like oh. I see how you took that like. I did not mean to that way. And that's the thing nobody

does. Nobody means offense. And i think that's why there's a responsibility and i think this applies in our

world at large if people are not intending to offend you. Then you shouldn't be offended. You know

having said that. I do think like we have to be sensitive to the needs of different groups of people. I had

an experience. When i was in the wia say steak. I was in the stake. Relief society presidency in one of the

things that are stake. President does is for ward conferences. We go around and they will ask questions.

So the word submit questions in advance and then members of the state leadership kind of take turns on



like a panel answering those questions and also people in the world can answer as well and there was a

question where a boy asked you know he said i feel like i am trying to do everything that i can.

00:25:09 - 00:30:03

What should i be doing that. I'm not doing and member of the bishoprics wife who i'm sure was very

well meaning said well some of you need to ask people out on dates more and i just sat there and is like

here's a boy who just told us. He's doing everything he can think to do. And to the underlying message of

his question was what is wrong with me. I'm broken right. Yeah and so. I'm like don't tell him to ask more

people out on dates like that's the last thing. The sweet boy needs to hear what he needs to hear his.

There's nothing wrong with them. This is like heavenly. Father has a plan for everybody. And i think in

many cases like you being single is a part of his plan and are things that you're meant to learn from that

and so i think we need to kind of change the dialogue a little bit. Yeah yes it's interesting. Because i

remember when. I shifted graduate high school than i shift into mission prep mode. And it's like i know

the steps to take i weight at least back then. I wait for my nineteen year old birthday and fill out these

papers and i see the bishop than dentist and then i go on a mission right and then we come home from

michigan and i sort of want to stay. I want to stay in that state of mind. Where i'm like okay. I'll do this

step. And that step. And then i get married and i have. We have children is. It's wonderful right but

there's and so then then that doesn't work then concert of can reflect back on us and this is exactly

where the adversary wants us that less because you're broken. There's something wrong with you right.

And did you feel like you went through moments or seasons where it was like. I actually think there's

something wrong with definite. Yeah yeah and i remember. And i share this in the book. I think i

remember. I was sitting in the salt lake temple. I worked in the salt lake temple for like ten months a few

years ago and i was on the morning shift and in the salt lake temple there are so many temple workers

and so many different spots they can be as always yes a coroner's yeah and in some of those spots your

only job is to greet people and so in one particular spot. Your job is if somebody walks passion you stand

up in a like hello and then he sit back down. And that's it. So i was in a spot where there wasn't a lot of

traffic and i've just sitting there and it was early in the morning and i was really close to my dad's mom

who has passed it. She passed away like six years ago. And so i was sitting there and all the sudden. I had

this feeling that my grandma was trying to talk to me. Which i don't. That's not usually like the move. But

i was like alright like i'm listening and very clearly in my mind i heard this voice a. You're not doing

anything wrong. You're doing everything right. Just keep doing what you're doing and for me. It was

exactly what i needed to hear. And i think that you know you know if you're not doing something right

that you should be doing you know if you're trying your very best and only you know that but if you feel

like you're doing everything that you can if you're like that boy in like i'm doing everything that i can

think of and things are not going the way that i wanted them to. I think that that's because they're not

supposed to go the way that you wanted them to. And heavenly father has a plan. And you're not doing

anything wrong. You're doing everything right. Just keep doing what you're doing. And what a powerful

message that you know. Why say leaders could perpetuating in a in that in church settings that you do all

realize you're not doing anything wrong care 'cause that's sort of the the mental dialogue happening

with so many because the answer. That's exactly where the adversary wants to. That's where it hurts. It's

like and that's a universal human experience of. I think i'm broke right. And that's not to say that we

shouldn't seek self-improvement or that we shouldn't strive to be better every day. But i think that the



problem is you know if you are at church and you are fulfilling a calling. And you're doing you're

ministering and you're partaking of the sacrament worthily. You know that you're trying so cut yourself

some slack and recognize that heavenly has a lot probably is not nearly as hard on us as we are on

ourselves for sure so you mentioned it if you had different leadership experiences during your time in

the world and so you're in a you're a counselor in a relief society steak release study presents a herat

right and typically.

00:30:03 - 00:35:00

I don't know if the typically but a lot of times those who might be filled from older lady older like she's. I

don't know what the right germany were near wives of bishopric members. High council men or whatnot

right so it was sort of a different approach there or so. Initially i was called to be the secretary and all of

the women were older women and then actually my stake relief. Society president listened to rob farrell

and he talked about having older younger women and she was like. Oh i wanna try that oh nice. And so

then. She reached out to our state president. He thought it was a good idea. And so it still was the

secretaries were young single adults and then the older women were in the presidency. Except for me.

Yeah and it was so great. I'll tell you one of the biggest blessings of that calling for me. Was i think

sometimes a single adult tendency to get caught in like a single bubble where it feels like everybody that

you're interacting with is in the same boat urine and so when you have a conversation it always back to

dating. It always goes back to like whoa is me. You know like just commiserating because misery loves

company but when you get outside of that bubble you recognize that you're still a human being you

know and you can. You can conversation with people that are not single and so for me. It was like being

around those high councilman and their wives or the members of my stake relief society presidency. That

got me out of that and then like one of the ladies in my presidency with me. She invited me over to

sunday dinner with her family. Almost every sunday and i felt like i was a part of their family. And just just

that made a huge difference for me. So i am a big proponent also of making sure that your circle does

not just include people in your demographic yeah that's interesting and almost having that there

because it could be easy to say but all signals in there and go with it and that may work to some extent

but just realizing that there's so much where you do relate it can sort of you can't get out of there right

in that sort of a overall with wia say words. Is this getting breaking that. Dynamic of like worthy adults in

your the kids site right and and so mixing some of these callings up and and having them associated on a

on an equal level can help them. Maybe break that. That trend will end to the credit of the people that i

served with the stake presidency the high councilman. The members of the stake relief society

presidency. I was never treated as anything but an equal and if anything it almost felt like oh well.

Morgan is one of them. Let's actually listen to her young which props to them for just be an incredible

people so any other like callings or experiences. That really stood out during that time. Those does years

in hawaii. Say i was a word relief. Society president i most of my callings were in relief society so i love

relief society. I'm a big believer that you know. There's something that happens. And i've never been an

elder squirm so i can't speak to that but there's something that happens in relief society where it's

almost like girls camp. Where like the walls come down. And you're not worried about what you look

like. You're not worried about saying the right thing. And i've had the opportunity to be in some really

incredible relief societies. Not just the ones where. I was president. There was one in award just

outstanding and people that really care about each other. One thing that i will say is i think sometimes



people think of young single adults is kind of selfish. Because it's like well. Why aren't you married. You

know all you're so focused on your career or your education or you're just you know you don't have to

think about anybody but yourself which is true but to the credit of so many young single adults i know

they are the people that think about other people when they don't have to you know when you're a

young mom you have to get up in the morning and go do something for a bunch of other people. When

you're young single adult it requires like thought and effort and getting outside yourself and a lotta times

stepping outside your comfort zone. But i have been the beneficiary of a lot of people who prayed i think

to now you know who knows me today. And they answered that call and a lot of those people were in

the young single adult words any advisor like just from being in some of those released societies. Like

was there something. That helped perpetuate the walls coming down was.

00:35:00 - 00:40:00

Because i'm sure there's people listening wealth mortgages never been to my relief society like that. That

isn't happening. It was there any Thing that fed into that culture. You know that one. More that. I

mentioned an i was. I was just a counselor in relief society at that time but one thing that i loved about

that war. Shout out to the hillside ward because there is a group of people that would still tell you to this

day there like there was something about that word and i think the biggest thing was there were not

cool. Kids not cool kids. In that word. I would say everybody was treated the same and we up for each

other's birthday parties and we invited everybody to everything and then they're you know it eliminates

any kind of cliquishness nece which i've been in other words her. That's very prevalent. And so. I don't

know. I think i was really lucky to be in that war a school you metronews to put together a few principles

that come to mind as far as your time serving leadership and the first one he put his is ministering would

advise her thoughts to have around ministering so when i was in The stake relief society. We did a

training. Every time a new relief society presidency got put in which was a lot in a wiseass steak and i was

responsible for training about ministering and it was interesting because when i started i felt like i didn't

know how to minister because i knew how to do visiting teaching kurt. I'm totally comfortable. Going

into a complete strangers house and asking if i can share spiritual thought but like figuring out what

people actually need. I don't actually know how to do that. And so i still remember. I thought you know.

How am i supposed to train about this. If i don't actually feel like i know how to do it. And i think

heavenly father must have known that and one day. I had this idea that i would invite the two girls that

administered to out for jill auto for valentine's day and so i did and one of the girls didn't have a car ends.

I picked her up. Took her to the gelato place. I remember us making like kinda awkward. Small talk on the

way there and she was a little bit more quiet and then on the way home it still felt like you know kind of

like there was a wall up and i remember. I said i asked her like. Do you watch many. tv shows. And she

mentioned show that she liked. And i was like. Oh i've been watching that recently. And for whatever

reason kurt that was like the thing that got us talking and then we would text about the show and she. I

told her you know if you ever need a ride anywhere. She took me up on that. And i felt like i knew what it

felt. Like to kinda catch the magic of ministering. And i think sometimes there are people that it's just like

they don't really need you right for that period of time you just let them know that. You're there

ministering sister but the cool thing was realizing like if the person really needs you then if you have

created that touch point then they know who they can call and so then from then on it felt like when i

was talking about ministering i actually had a testimony of it and i like believed in it and knew how good



it could feel and i think ministering is super inspired. I also think it's trickier and it takes more work. So i

don't know if that's helpful at all i think your for me. It was just like how do you teach about something

that you don't actually believe in yourself and got to figure it out and we sort of overcomplicate. This

sometimes may be used to the more structured approach. But there's no structured way of being human

with somebody is just like you just be human right and before it was like i mean nobody ever shows up

on my door asked to come in and shares a message. Maybe the jehovah witnesses. Everyone's while

maybe the missionaries. But that's not a very natural human thing to do that. We sort of did it like this

job duty right but like calling somebody like one thing. My wife and i are doing. We just have thursday ice

cream nights. We invite families over to our house like eating ice cream as a human thing. Nobody is

going to be mad at you. Want him out for ice cream right. So why don't we get together any ice cream.

And then what happens. Is this these connections and we had already made some great friendships and

whatnot. And so that example of like humans watch television shows like that's what we do in this

modern age and so finding that connection suddenly you can be human and then it's not about the visit

or about the in checking in is just just happens rather than this like. Hey it's that time of the month are

you the hilarious part about that. I am not a big tv watcher.

00:40:00 - 00:45:06

Kurt yeah i think that like that is evidence that god cares because for some reason i had started watching

the show that she just happen to like and then that created that connection. So i think if you're trying to

make an effort were there is a will. There's a way and heavenly father is going to be like you know turn

on that. Tv show watch it so that you have something to connect about and nowadays everybody's

watching the chosen so just like tex about the chosen right. They should they should awesome. Anything

else with ministering especially like the training. And i'm curious just like just the structure of that like so

a new release president would get called. You would invite them to a evening where you'd go through a

here's something. That's considered about ministering right right so every member of our presidency

had a different responsibility to train them and so we would talk through. You know sunday meetings

lessons and mine just happened to be ministering but it was interesting that portion of the training

always took the most time. because it wasn't. Because i was talking i would do my little spiel and then

we'd say like. Do you have any questions. Maybe it was. Because i wasn't doing a very good job on my

training but we would say. Actually i think a lot of the time we would ask. Do they have questions

upfront. Before i ever started training because they have so many. because it's it's foreign and especially

ministering interviews. They feel like totally foreign territory. And i remember. I had a conversation with a

dear friend of mine and she talked to me about how her board administering interviews and i thought it

was brilliant. She talked about how you know. You want to make sure that you have people in a

comfortable space. And so when you're talking about why i says you don't want to go and do their

ministering interview in their house around their roommates. They're not gonna tell you anything that

you know. I'm having a hard time with my roommate. She's sitting right there. So that's the first thing is

creating a space where they fill comfortable and then you know when you sit down with somebody

actually like i said earlier caring about them and recognizing that the ministering interviewed the point of

it just as much as to check on the people that they're ministering to is to check on the person that you're

talking to and in a way as a relief society president. That's a way that you minister to the girls in your

word is by giving them that space to talk and so anyway i just think there are a lot of layers to ministering



and i think it's a deeper concept. I think visiting teaching. And i had really great experiences with visiting

teaching. Even you know in college. And so i do have the testimony of that but i think ministering is

asking us to go deeper and it's asking us to get out of our comfort zone more than maybe we were

otherwise and to care more than just once a month and it's something i can do better at it right now but

we all can't for sure this concept you're called for a reason and we touched on the site purpose and in

what we do in life whether it's writing a manuscript or serving in a calling so i mean how did that

manifest sylvan. In your callings. I remember when i was a ward relief society president i had been a

counselor to the previous president and i just was so impressed by her. She was super organized. She

was really really good. I can tell you all the things still that she was really really great at. She was really

good anytime. There was somebody visiting. She immediately knew that they were not in our word and

she would go up and sit next to him and introduce herself and it made me wanna be better. You know

but i will tell you kurt. I may have many straights in my life. This is not to like self deprecating. But i am

not organized organization not my strength especially not like administrative stuff and so when i got

called i thought this is not gonna go well because christine is very organized and morgan is not and then

it was a few weeks into serving as relief society president and i had been trying to be her and then it hit

me. I wasn't supposed to be her. I was supposed to be me and there was a reason that i had been called

for that time. In that word for those girls. And i just needed to be myself and so i think that's something

that's huge. A calling is to recognize that the lord released so and so because their time was done and

they could have called somebody else but they didn't they called you. The word called jew and he

believes in you and you can do this calling. You know it doesn't mean that you have to be something that

you're not and it's a good thing because i'm not very good at that.

00:45:06 - 00:50:03

I'm not in his interviews for people seems like every release society. President who who's need be

replaced in the history of the church has always been organized super friendly because we sort of have

this perception of like she's got to figure it out or got to figure it out and little. Do we know that.

Probably the person who replaced thought morgan was so organized almost guaranteed they did not no.

Okay all right the Let's see the selflessness. I've witnessed from weiss as you've touched on this and this

is i think really a concept for leaders set with it's really helped me to realize these are individuals who

have such deep faith in the church and they're such sort of this All the words don't use that note not but

just like a different situation where they're projection of their faith or manifesting. Their faith is it's gotta

come in a different way. It can't be the oh. I may mother and i feel like this connection with the divine

because i'm a good mother like that's just not they're not there in that moment right. So what what

more is there to say around dislike. How as far as leveraging the wise as as and recognizing the power.

They bring in the the resource that they are right. Why think one big thing is if you have. Why essays

living in your boundary are you using them meaning like even if they did they. Don't go to your ward. You

know maybe somebody in your word elias. A living in your word has a really cool job. Have you ever

thought about having them. Come in and talk to your young women. I think. Sometimes we think as

single adult. Sometimes it can fill a little bit like your silo. And you're not contributing to other groups of

people so it's nice to be asked to come speak to a group. It's nice to fell like included or that. You're not

totally different than everybody else. And that you still have something to contribute. And so. I don't

know i think we could do a lot better at utilising single adults recognizing that we want to be used and



we wanna be of assistance and we'd love to feel like we're a part of your community so whatever you

can do to make that happen. That was definitely a message. This past conference that was shouted for

just about shouted from the lectern just like these are individuals that there's there's a lot of them here

we need to push past the because it's like this these different stories that we share and everybody has

these stories. They all include individuals with the best intentions that sort of handle things awkwardly

and so we almost have to be super practice pushed through. We can't just say well. I've got good

intentions be. I'll have that top of my mind. Almost have to push through that and say no. Let's how are

we really going to get them. Involved in relief society in these presidencies in the bishoprics. Or whatever

so that it's not just good intentions. And i think there's a responsibility that lies with the single adult as

well. You know you. You can't just sit there and expect that everybody's gonna come to you. You should

introduce yourself. Make yourself an active part. I will say this as wonderful as my word is. They had like

a social after church one day when cova finally like started to ease up and it was like. Oh we actually be

around each other. And i was really hesitant to go because i didn't want to go by myself and i didn't know

anybody but i was like this is my responsibility. You know if. I want to get to know people in this word

that i'm going to go to the social and i might feel kind of awkward but it'll be fine and it was and

everybody was super nice so i think there is a responsibility that lies with the single adult to. It's up to

everybody else to make it a pleasant experience an came as you mentioned just being asked to may

become speaker be involved that way Especially in the context of youth like we always want to create

this intention of example like let's put youth leaders as those individuals who really faithful. They have a

good family. They're sealed in the temple right but to take the opportunity to show them single adults.

Who are all in in the gospel right and they're figuring out and maybe they haven't had these

opportunities but then they can. There's morgan like i. I can connect on that then. Five years down the

path when they're in the same boat. That's like i remember the. There's other people in the church. That

are where i am now. And they're figuring out what we had. Mallory everton who was on studio. She did

an episode with me about being single in the church and she talked about. She said that she had a young

women's leader when she was young. Who was single. And she said i think about her. And how grateful i

was for an i am now for an example of a woman who.

00:50:03 - 00:55:15

She's like she was pretty. She was smart seemed to have everything going for her and she was single and

because she was single and i looked up to her then maybe i don't feel like i'm a loser because i'm single

that's important and we can't just rely on like okay. Who do we have in our word. Who is single like you

may have to branch out who we have in our stake. I'm gonna call the why essay bishop die street and

say. Hey let's i'm trying to put this together any suggestions on who. I could reach out to right to really

proactive effort around any other principals thoughts as far as i was fully. Hopefully ice-covered okay.

Yeah he's a great eating. It's almost like you've you've done this before you know he's talked into a mike.

This is like saturday's warrior. Don't break down. The song morgan. There she goes. There's so as far as

before we wrap up obviously got one more question for you because that's what we do is pastors but

with the book obviously going to be poached by desert book so fat is to go to the desert book. Look

there things. I don't know when this episode comes out but if people are interested you can get fifteen

percent off preorder. The book comes out july twenty six but you can get fifteen percent off with the

code all in six. So i'm what i'm gonna do. I'm gonna find out when the all in podcast gonna promote it



then. I'm going to publish swim an hour later. Okay no i i know. I can't be the first because you've got to

be the first book. Yeah it's out there. People know so. We'll make sure people hear this definitely with

time to go to the bookstore and check it out man. That'll probably you kind of feel like you're the inva-

marathon here. Is there still some work to find very relief. Yeah i think we supposedly the books are in. I

still haven't seen the print copy. But i think i might cry when you hold that book physical. Yes that's

awesome the question i have for. You is reflecting on your time as a leader and especially as a leader.

How is being a leader helped to become a better follower of jesus christ. This is such a good question. I

think that the biggest thing that being a leader in a single adult ward has taught me is that. I personally

like i said. I don't think there's been anything in my life. That has changed me more than being a single

adult. I think it has deepened. My relationship with god and made me wanna be better made me wanna

be more in tune. Because i didn't wanna feel alone. And i think that that's the way that everybody in. A

single word feels kind of were all searching for companionship. And sometimes you don't find that

companionship. In the way that you imagine. But i think you find it in god and so for me being a leader

and a single adult word. I think taught me to follow christ. Because i wanted. I wanted to have his

companionship. But i also wanted to be for other people what i felt like he would be. And so you reach

out in a way that you wouldn't otherwise you are kinder than you would be otherwise you you know you

show up to things that you wouldn't otherwise show up for and all of that is an effort to follow christ but

it's also an effort to fulfil. You're calling to be what you think. God needs you to be for that season. So i

think in in a way it just made me want to be that companion. That people needed that friend. Because i

think that's christ would do for them. That concludes this episode of the leading saints. Podcast we'd

love to hear from you about your questions or thoughts comments. You can either leave a comment on

the post related to this episode at leading saints dot org or go to leading saints dot org slash contact and

send us your perspective or questions. If there's other episodes or topics you'd like to hear on the

leading saints podcast leading saints dot org slash contact and sheriff's information there and we would

love for you to share this with any individual you think this apply to especially maybe individuals in your

ward council or other leaders that you may know who would really appreciate the perspectives that we

discussed and remember text. The word lead to four seven four seven four seven in order to access the

three free sessions of the lgbt saints library. It came as a result of a position of leadership which was

imposed upon us. I the god of heaven who brought for a restoration of the gospel of jesus christ when

the declaration was made concerning the own and only true and living church upon the face of the earth

we were immediately put in a position of loneliness loneliness of leadership from which we cannot

shrink nor runaway and which we must face up with boldness and courage and ability.


